MUSIC VIDEO

OBJECTIVES
By completing this activity, students will:
+ be able to create a project that combines animation and music by working on a self-directed music video project
+ gain more familiarity with sprites, costumes, and sounds

RESOURCES
- Music Video handout
- Music Video studio
  http://scratch.mit.edu/studios/475517

REFLECTION PROMPTS
+ What was a challenge you overcame? How did you overcome it?
+ What is something you still want to figure out?
+ How did you give credit for ideas, music, or code that you borrowed to use in your project?

REVIEWING STUDENT WORK
+ Did the projects combine sprites and sound?
+ What parts of the projects did students choose to animate?
+ Are there certain blocks or concepts introduced up until now that students might still be struggling with? How might you help?

NOTES
+ To further personalize projects, help students include a favorite song or record themselves singing or playing an instrument, using features under the Sounds tab.
+ Questions about remixing and plagiarism may arise during this activity. Take this opportunity to facilitate a discussion about giving credit and attribution using the Scratch FAQ about remixing:
  https://scratch.mit.edu/info/faq#remix/

NOTES TO SELF
- ______________________________________________
- ______________________________________________
- ______________________________________________
- ______________________________________________
MUSIC VIDEO

HOW CAN YOU COMBINE ANIMATION WITH MUSIC TO CREATE YOUR OWN SCRATCH-INSPIRED MUSIC VIDEO?

In this project, you will explore ideas related to theatre, song, dance, music, drawing, illustration, photography, and animation to create a personalized music video!

START HERE

- Add sound.
- Create and animate a sprite.
- Make them interact together!

THINGS TO TRY

- Use costumes to help bring your animations to life!
- Make your sprite interactive by adding scripts that have the sprite respond to clicks, key presses, and more.
- Add instructions on the project page to explain how people can interact with your program.

FINISHED?

+ Add your project to the Music Video studio:
  http://scratch.mit.edu/studios/475517
+ Be sure to give credit to any music, code, or other work used in your project.
+ Challenge yourself to do more! Create your own sprites, sounds, or costumes!
MUSIC VIDEO REFLECTIONS

What was a challenge you overcame? How did you overcome it?

What is something you still want to figure out?

How did you give credit for ideas, music, or code that you borrowed to use in your project?